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Day 0-1

 Welcomes by Prof. Takafumi Matsamaru, Mechanical Engineering, Waseda
IPS, Japan and his MS Student from China Mr. Jiang at Fukuoka Airport.

 Received 42,880 Japanese Yen towards my stay, travel and daily 
allowance for meals for remaining 18 days.

 Received detailed plan for our activities (Industrial tours, University visit, 
Conference participation etc.)
 Included Maps, Bus route maps with fares, refreshment, shopping locations etc.

 Detailed travel and standard social arrangements at Bus service, Japanese 
railway etc. during travel to our guest house/hotel.





Day 1
 Students working under Prof. Matsamaru showed their works through brief 

presentations

 Prof. Saha introduced IIT Delhi and his work at different Labs. (especially 
Mechatronics and PAR Lab.)

 Visited ‘tmsuk’ a manufacturing industry
 Welcomed by its Director Mr. Yoichi Takamoto

 Prof. Saha, Prof. Matsamaru and Mr. Yoichi showed their works through brief PPTs.

 Saw robots like, rescue robots, innovative wheel chair system, cell operated 
home vigilance system, dentist training robot, KIMORI – Biped, pre-hospital care 
robot, etc.

 Visited museum @ MUNAKATA which also demonstrated robots and video 
demonstration on ancient Japanese people, their cultures at Island near 
Munakata.









Day 2

 Visited TOYOTA KYUSHU Plant and Museum
 Sectioned Hybrid engines and Car System

 Video demonstrations of its production system, welding, body making and 
painting.

 2-GR-FE Engine, dashboard, hybrid drive, material handling, working model of 
entire engine assembly, Human unit vehicle, robots in operation

 Visited TOYOTA Training center
 Load test of industrial shoes, short videos 

 Training system and priorities

 Paraffin dip of hands, painting, mechanisms for automation and safe handling







Day 3
 Visited Prof. Makoto Iwamura Lab. at Fukuoka University.

 Students demonstrated their work
 Huge hydraulic Stewart platform based simulator

 Flexible two arm mechanism and its control

 Minimum control energy in multibody systems using springs and gravity

 Passive joint mechanisms

 Sumo wrestlers biped

 Prof. Saha delivered his lecture “17 Years of DeNOC based modeling and 
its use in MuDRA”, in Japanese to students at Fukuoka university

 Prof. Saha gave his books, RoboAnalyzer CD and Invited them for 
iNaCOMM 2013 and AiR – 2013, Pune Conference

 Prof. Iwamura gave his papers copy and detailed about the robotics 
activites at Fukuoka University



Day 3

 Visited ‘RoboSquare’ robot shop and museum
 Bought 3 small bipeds which were driven by just 1 motor.

 Spares for different robots, life sized humanoid robot, i-Robot, competition robots, 
magazines etc.

 Had dinner at one of the best Japanese restaurant and had lessons from 
Prof. Matsamaru to use chopsticks.

 Visited Fukuoka Tower







Day 4-5-6 
 Saturday-Sunday: Observed the nearby locality

 City had a vision to be developed as a technical hub for advanced research like 
robotics etc.

 City is meant for all classes of people, road sides, elevator system, stairs etc.

 Bus with coin dispenser, small cars.

 Discipline: Crossing the road, railways queues etc.

 Visited nearby shopping complex

 Monday: Visited Prof. S. Kamata lab (Peking University Lab.)
 Projects on Vision and Image procession

 Medicine detection

 Reader robot with speech synthesizer

 Security system robot





Day 7

 Attended classes on ‘Robotics’ and ‘Bio-Robotics’ by Prof. T. Matsamaru, 
Waseda IPS University
 Biomaterials, bio-functionality, bioengineering practice, heart dynamics etc.

 Prof. Saha delivered a lecture on ‘Can we collaborate?’

 Visited Prof. Matsamaru’s home





Day 8
 Visited TOTO Industry

 Ceramic processing, Painting robots

 Saha Sir left for Korea



Day 9

 Coded for ‘hokuyo’ (URG04LX) Laser range sensor interfacing using C#

 Coded using OpenCV to generate image using Hitachi desktop projector





Day 10

 Prepared for SII, 2012, had mock presentations from different groups 
participating at SII.

 Downloaded papers and gone through few papers towards collaborative 
work suggested by sir.

 Planned for next three days at SII, 2012

 Planned for return route on last day.

Day 11: Saturday
 Cooked rice and watched a Hindi movie, had a small get together at my 

room with some lab mates



Day 12-14
 Presented my paper on ‘Simulation of Force Control Algorithms’

 Chaired my Session on ‘Industrial Robots and Control’

 Attended other sessions
 Mobile robots, teleoperation, humanoids, assistive robots, space systems, 

interaction, vision, sensor system etc.

 Attended keynote by Prof. Mark W. Spong, Texas Univ., Dallas and Dr.
Georg Von Wichert, Siemens, Germany at Fukuoka International 
Convention Center.

 Saw demonstrations of different university’s BTPs/MTPs.

 Saw Industrial displays of different robotic products.

 Visited Tachoji Buddhist Temple, (806AD)







Day 15-18
 Worked towards collaborative projects aiming at

 Image projective desktop devices for education

 Industrial robot interface

 Presented summary of work done at Japan at Prof. Matsamaru Lab.

 Had my farewell party with Waseda IPS University.



Outcome

 Preliminary work and background built for collaborative research in near 
future.

 Exposure gained terms of robot building industry and robots in operation

 Knowledge gained from Prof. Matsamaru lab at Waseda IPS 
 Mobile robots

 Image processing 

 And Projective input devices

 My first international conference which was abroad. I also chaired my 
session.



Thanks to Prof. Saha and Prof. Matsamaru for 
their kind efforts which enabled me to have this 

opportunity. 
Thanks you all for kind listening


